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Abstract. This article presents the experimental results of analysis of 

efficiency of teaching methods aimed at formation of creative activity skills 

of future actors during training in studio theatre. In the course of the 

research, psychological and pedagogical theories of formation of creative 

activity skills were studied; on the basis of experiments, the efficiency of 

specially developed methods aimed at formation of creative activity skills 

was proved. These are the methods of development of imagination and 

thinking, actor abilities, expansion of emotional sphere, worldview and 

experience of actors in the area of perception of arts pieces, and scenic 

practice in working on role and stage performance. The authors have 

systematized the skills of theatrical performance and highlighted as the most 

meaningful the skills of artistry, scenic mastery, creation of new images or 

actions, application of various means of stage arts, preparation and 

performance of stage pieces of various genres, execution of professional 

functions of actor, director, scriptwriter. Practical value of the work is in 

obtaining of new scientific data as well as formulation of recommendations 

regarding the process of formation and development of creative activity 

skills of students during training in studio theatre.  
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1 Introduction 

Specificity of creative activity is comprised of creation of cardinally new and unique in the 

field of science, arts in accordance with human’s demands: new inventions and discoveries, 

pieces of music, arts, theatrical and other works. Subjective significance of creativity is that 

the creative activity becomes an act of self-expression and realization of creative potential of 

a person.  
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The issue of formation of creative skills and development of creative abilities up till now 

attracts the attention of philosophers, psychologists, and pedagogists. L.S. Vygotsky 

considered that creativity was a required condition of human existence, activity on creation 

of qualitatively new, not existing previously in terms of conception and material embodiment 

[1]. Herewith, the new could be a thing of ambient world or mental construction existing only 

in consciousness of creator [1].  

Foreign researchers [2–4] interpret the term creativity as ability, readiness and 

commitment of an individual to creation of cardinally new concepts as well as to solution of 

problems occurring inside static systems. Creativity as a complex property of a personality 

is characteristic of inventors, researchers, people of art [2]. They are able to overcome 

stereotypes and patterns. Maslow believes that creativity is an intrinsic property of each 

personality, which is exposed in practical activity as a property of productive intensity of 

individual consciousness [3]. Guilford interrelates ability to creative activity with divergent 

thinking, which allows to detect new bonds between the system elements and creation of 

original combinations of these elements [4]. James interrelates creativity with peculiar 

psychic properties of a person [5]. Therefore, the system approach is the most efficient upon 

working with young actors. 

In foreign publications, the issue of development of creative skills and abilities attracts 

great attention [6, 7]. This issue is solved by means of active creative and research activity 

[8, 9], esthetic and educational activity [10, 11]. In addition, the methods and techniques of 

development of creative abilities are being developed [12, 13]; however, the process of 

formation of creative activity skills of actors has been studied insufficiently. 

In information society, the creative activity skills are being weakly developed. In 

particular, young people are far from creative activities, who form their capacities under 

conditions of massive information flows and rapid change of events, which decrease ability 

to critically assess each phenomenon and to make independent decision of creative tasks. 

Therefore, during professional training of specialists of creative activity, such as musicians, 

actors, dancers, etc., special attention should be paid to formation of creative activity skills. 

They comprise the basis of professional competency of various people of art.  

2 Methods 

Experimental work on formation of creative activity skills was carried out in Benefis studio 

theatre in Moscow. 20 persons participated in the experiment, 18 to 23 years old, who were 

in the group trained in the studio from September 2019 to May 2020. The practical work was 

preceded by analysis of scientific theoretical publications and systematization of creative 

activity skills of the theater actors.  

The actorly creative skills are as follows: 

• skills of artistry,  

• skills of scenic mastery,  

• skills of creation of new images or actions, 

• skills of application of various means of scenic art,  

• readiness to perform theatric shows of various genres, 

• execution of professional functions of actor, director, scriptwriter. 

Formation of creative activity skills of future actors requires attention to such thinking 

and psychic processes, which are being stabilized during this age period. They are comprised 

of associativity, flexibility, originality, dialectical and systemic thinking, allowing to see the 

world in a multifaceted holistic way, as well as to determine the regularities of its 

development by analysis and synthesis. The creative activity skills are related with the 

properties of experimental thinking; thus, it is primarily required to develop such thinking 

abilities as imagination and fantasy. 
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The main pedagogic task in organization of work of studio theatre and creative 

manifestations of the participants is enrichment of experience of young people and creation 

of conditions for their creative self-realization in practice activity [14]. The basic pedagogic 

principle upon working with actors should be comprised of the principle of teaching in 

practical activity, self-actualization and self-realization of personality during execution of 

assignments. In the studio theatre, such actions can be presented by problematic creative 

assignments, trainings, as well as creation and performance of scenic image during rehearsals 

and public performances.  

3 Results 

The program of diagnostics of formation level of creative activity skills at experimental stage 

was based on the method of problematic assignment, comprised of independent work on role 

in a new play, including all stages from the first conversance with the play to mastering 

peculiar features of personage [15]. 

The roles were distributed among the participants in the experiment: young men and girls 

of key and spare team (by 10 persons), the task was to create image at several steps. The 

diagnostics allowed to reveal problems at such steps of working on role as determination of 

logics of the role actions based on estimation of facts and events; clarification of 

circumstances of happening and details of role; reflection of external speech and plasticity 

features of the role, as well as creation of holistic image at public performances. 

In general, the assignments were carried out by the studio actors at medium and low level. 

Therefore, it was decided to create special organizational conditions for formation of skills 

of theatrical performing activity of future actors during training in Benefis studio theater. The 

studio teachers applied such methods to work on role as analysis, comparison, contrast, 

deduction and induction, as well as methods of demonstration and rehearsal. The dominating 

forms were role and thematic games, improvisation, scenic practice. Systematic and targeted 

individual classes based on productive activity, i.e., stepwise and detailed creation of scenic 

image, resulted in optimum organizational and creative conditions for efficient formation of 

creative activity skills in the field of theatric art.  

Specificity of formation of the considered skills was based on creative environment, 

which would allow to apply the already existing skills and habits and to acquire new ones. In 

Benefis studio theatre, creative environment was arranged due to regular contact with pieces 

of art with subsequent exchange of opinions and impressions, studying pieces of art in the 

course of special disciplines, searching and improvisational approach to theatric performing 

activity, collective discussions concerning all stages of preparation of performances. The 

studio actors analyzed jointly the play events and their circumstances, features of roles and 

their development, exchanged ideas, thus coming to the truth during hot disputes.  

One of the most important conditions to achieve target was the use of combination of the 

methods of theatrical pedagogy, based on composing, imagination, and improvisation as a 

single basis of multimethodological approach. Herewith, the composing method included 

such forms of education as conversation, storytelling, discussion; imagination was 

implemented in the form of creative assignments, role and thematic games, and improvisation 

in the forms of scene study, sketches, staging.  

4 Discussion 

Skills of creative, actorly performing activity were formed and developed during active 

scenic practice; hence, creation of conditions for scenic practical activity also promoted 

improvement of efficiency of training young people in studio theatre. Systematic and targeted 
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rehearsals included stepwise and detailed workout of role, and regular classes of acting 

mastery, speech development, choreography, and music assisted studio actors in capturing 

fine details of scenic image and embodying them in their acting. The stage practice in Benefis 

Studio was aimed at establishment of acting mastery and oratorical skills, development of 

personal emotional sphere, acquisition of speech, creative, and communication skills, as well 

as preparation to work in front of spectators and camera. In addition, only in scenic practice 

an actor is immersed into direct process and starts control his creative actions, which are 

transformed into skills due to regular training.  

After completion of forming stage of experimental work, aiming at determination of 

efficiency of created organizational, pedagogical and creative conditions, reference 

estimation was carried out of the formation level of skills of actorly activity, as well as 

comparison of indices of experimental (key team) and reference (spare team) groups. The 

assignment to determine the logics of role actions and estimation of facts and events was 

performed by the participants of the experimental group at significantly higher level in 

comparison with the reference group. Moreover, other assignments for the actors of spare 

team were also performed at medium and lower levels.  

5 Conclusion 

The efficiency of formation of creative activity skills of actors is stipulated by the following 

features:  

• domination among the methods and forms of work of studio actors on roles of role playing 

and thematic games, improvisations, trainings, as well as actorly and creative activity in 

whole starting from music classes to regular scenic practice;  

• creation of actorly esthetic environment in studio theatre, atmosphere of emotional 

wellbeing and success, filling of studies with significant for young actors content and 

ideas close to their hearts; 

• application of various methods and techniques, individualized in accordance with age and 

personal properties of each studio actor; 

• scenic practice as a regular and targeted form of work of studio actors on creation and 

performance of scenic image.  

The program of creative development and education of Benefis Studio includes gaming 

and psychophysical imagination trainings, deliverance, articulation, acting techniques, 

breathing exercises, rhythmic and speech exercises, etc. Due to regular gaming and 

psychophysical trainings, the emotional sphere of actors is being developed, as well as speech 

and articulation, their bodies become plastic. The skills of creative activity require absolute 

freedom and mastery of all the expressive means of scenic art necessary for an actor, which 

are mastered in the course of regular exercises for liberation, emotionality, development of 

attention, imagination, fantasy, diction and articulation, memory, concentration and 

improvisation.  
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